THANK YOU - ALL NHS & SUPPORT STAFF

This Covid-19 coronavirus has virtually brought the human population on the planet to a standstill, lost tens of thousands of lives, millions of jobs and unleashed a devastating global economic recession. We pay tribute to our NHS, the Support Staff and everyone dedicated to doing their job to keep us safe, as we show in the following pictures some of these heroes working in this time of crisis.

Inside an Intensive Care Unit fighting coronavirus at University College Hospital (BBC)
FIGHTING CORONAVIRUS "INSIDE THE RED ZONE"

Intensive Care Unit Royal Hospital Bournemouth (itv NEWS)
The Hospital is located within the Manchester Conference Convention Centre.
The two giant white BOG oxygen towers have become a new landmark.

Arrangement of the Bed Stations each with oxygen and electricity.
MANCHESTER NIGHTGALE HOSPITAL

Cleaning wash units  Completing electric wiring  Fitting oxygen pipes

A view of completed bed stations each with oxygen and electricity

Arrival of the first nurses observing their self-distancing

Briefing the first nurses
THANK YOU - KEY WORKERS AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

Managed to set the phone up this week to get the whole family showing our appreciation for all the frontline workers and our brilliant NHS. Thank you for another week of hard work ❤️ #ClapForOurCarers

Clap for Our Carers

Thank you - Police, Ambulance and Fire Services
HOSPITAL TEAM WORK

House Keeping Heroes at the Medway Maritime Hospital

The Team at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Norfolk

Ward Training at St George's Hospital in Tooting, South London
Energy consumption monitoring and control

Operating and maintaining steam boiler plant

Maintaining piping, fuel lines and controls
Keeping hospital engineering services operating

Electrical systems

Plumbing systems

Medical Gases: systems and equipment

Checking standby diesel generator

The CIBSE Heritage Group is made up of a number of like-minded professionals, many retired, who have spent a lifetime in building services and bring that experience to bear in discovering, analysing and recording the history of the Built Environment, this essential aspect of the world we live in. It is the longest established CIBSE Special Interest Group (1973).